Fiery® Smart Estimator for specialty dry ink

Know specialty dry ink costs before printing a single page

Available for:
Xerox® EX 1000 Print Server Powered by Fiery for the Xerox Color 800/1000 Presses
Xerox EX-P 1000i Print Server Powered by Fiery for the Xerox Color 800i/1000i Presses

Overview

The Fiery Smart Estimator provides accurate estimations for specialty dry ink coverage before printing jobs. Since specialty dry ink coverage is not calculated by a click charge like CMYK-only prints, this tool helps alleviate concerns about the true costs of production.

What’s new in version 2?

For users with an EX-P 1000i Print Server, the Fiery Smart Estimator will now estimate usage of clear dry ink, gold dry ink, and silver dry ink. All users will enjoy a redesigned user interface and other aesthetic enhancements.

How to download

The Fiery Smart Estimator can be downloaded by visiting the Fiery WebTools™ page and manually checking for product updates. For future updates, Fiery Smart Estimator users will be automatically notified via Fiery Product Updates.

Download steps are as follows:
1. Open a Web browser and type the IP address of the EX 1000 or EX-P 1000i Print Server
2. Select the Configure tab
3. Under Current Settings, select Check for Product Updates
4. This link will take you to the Fiery Product Update page, where you can download the Fiery Smart Estimator
How it works

IMPORTANT NOTE: Prior to using the Fiery Smart Estimator, you must manually enter the cost per bottle for each type of specialty dry ink shown on the Settings panel. If these values are not populated, the Fiery Smart Estimator will not provide cost estimations.

Please contact your Xerox representative for pricing details.

Designed as a standalone tool, installed directly on the Fiery server, a networked PC or a standalone offline PC, you can easily launch the Fiery Smart Estimator from a desktop shortcut. It provides two methods to predict specialty dry ink costs: offline mode and online mode.

Offline mode

The Fiery Smart Estimator uses a calculator to provide a cost estimate based on job information such as page size, amount of coverage, number of copies, and number of passes. Please note that multi-pass printing is only available for clear dry ink, it is not available for gold or silver dry ink.

Online mode

In this mode, the Fiery Smart Estimator connects directly to the Fiery server to access jobs in the print queue and automatically process them. This provides the most accurate way to estimate the amount of specialty dry ink required for a job.

Everybody profits

Learn how to calculate specialty dry ink usage before printing to know production costs up front. Estimators and customer service representatives can use it to provide more accurate estimates, allowing them to adjust costs and profit scale.

EFI fuels success.

From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.